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Coolant temperature transients are analyzed by solving the spatial-time depen-
dent coolant heat balance equation in a reactor channel. 
Results coming from the analysis of the heat propagation in a fuel element ,are 
used in this uork (see "Reactor Temperature Transients with Spatial Variables -
First Part: Radial Analysis" KFK-223). 
The solution of the equation is obtained by using the Laplace transform method. 
It has been found out that the coolant transients depend upon the follo\ling 5 
parameters 
tr = radial time scale = fuel density x fuel specific heat capacity x (fuel radius)2 
fuel thermal conductivity 
= fuel thermal conductivity 
Y 2 x fuel coolant heat transfer coefficient x fuel radius 
~ = axial time scale = fuel rod len~;~th/coolant s2eed 
radial time scale t 
r 
m= 
fuel thermal capacity 
thermal capacity of the associated coolant 
fuel rod length ~ = ~ ~~~~~~-~----
extrapolated length 




2. Hathematical Fundamentals 
3. The ::ase of constant cmrlant .speed. '(llv•O) 
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In nuclear reactors the temperature transients are normally treated by using the 
well known "lumped model". This model does not take into account any effect due 
to the heat propagation inside the fuel element and the heat transport along the 
reactor channel. The heat propagation inside a fuel element (Radial Analysis} 
was developed in bibl.l. 
In this second part (Axial Analysis} the results coming from the first part 
(Radial Analysis) are incorporated in the heat balance equation of the coolant. 
Then the complete solution, including the heat transport along the channel, is 
analyzed. 
2. Hathematical Fundamentals 
Fig. I shows a reactor channel with a cylindrical fuel element and its associated 
coolant. In each cross section of the fuel element the heat is produced uniformely. 
The heat balance equation of the coolant ist the following: 
where 
21rRh (T -0) = Spc (a0 + a0) 
s at v az (I} 
R ~ external radius of the fuel 
h = heat transfer coefficient between cylinder surface and 
coolant (supposed to be constant} 
T = surface temperature of the cylinder = Ts(z;t} s 
0 • coolant temperature = 0(z;t) 
s = area of the channel cross-section occupied by coolant 
PC = coolant mass density (supposed to be constant) 
c = coolant 
c 
specific heat capacity (supposed to be constant) 
t • time 
z = axial coordinate (z • 0 at channel middle plane) 
v = coolant speed 
In eq. I it has been supposed that the coolant temperature "0" at each cross 
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section of the reactor channel does not change from point to point of the same 
cross section. "0" is therefore a function only of the axial coordinate "z" and 
of the time "t" and not of the radial coordinate "r". 
In eq. I the term related to heat conduction in the coolant along the axial 
direction bas been neglected. 
The boundary conditions associated to eq. I are the following: 
where 
[a] z•-H/2 • ei ( t) "' given function of the time 
(aT1 h - •-- (T -6) ar n " s r=' (see Bibl. 1, page 2, eq. 3) 
ei • inlet coolant temperature 
H • length of the fuel rod 
T • temperature at any point of the fuel 
r • radius 1. e. radial coordinate . 
A = thermal conductivity of the fuel 
Eq. I can be written as follows: 
where 
.!. ae + 22 .. !!!. (T -e) 
R. ax at y s 
z axial coordinate XIII-= H height of the cylinder 
axial time scale 








cfpfH fuel thermal capacity 











·;.jnJiderhg the variation of the system from the stationary conditions, we can 
:.atroduce the following symbols: 
liT = T - T 
0 
lie = e - e 
0 
liT "' T - T 
s s so 






·;'lerc subscript "o" indicates initial steady state conditions and "ll" variation 
f~om steady state conditions. 




~q. (4) becomes: 
alle llv d90 llv alle alle m!o (•T -•e) 
--+---+---+£. --·-- .... 
ax v dx v ax o a~· y s 
0 0 
(16) 
3. The cas~ of constant coolant speed (llv = 0) 
'flJc Laplace transform of eq. (16) of para. 2 in the case of constant coolant floti 
(t.v ~ 0 and therefore t = 1- = const) is the following 
0 
* d/10 + 
dx 
'* m1- * "' QJJll0 = - (liT - ll9 ) y s 
"*" indicates Laplace transform 
o = complex variable of the Laplace transformation 
The bo~dary conditions (2) and (3) of para. 2 become respectively: 






y .. !.. (4) 
R 
According to Bibl. I para. 2 eq. 20, the bound~ry condition (3) can be substituted 





• reactor power 
;; number': 0-~fbel rods 
• total volume of fuel in the reactor • nwR2R 
• normalized power distribution along channel axis 
lJ+I/2 U(x)dx • 1] 
l-1/2 
I [ ] 1/oZ(o) F8 (o) a yO I-G8 (o) • l+y/Z(o) 
G (o) • --=-1 -
s I +W> 
Z(o) 
.J0 and J 1 being Bessel functions of the first kind, 







Taking into account eqs. (6), (7) and (10) of para. 2, eq. (10) can be written 
as follotiS 
• dt:.e + oi 
dx [1+mF8 (o)) Ae* • S I U(x)F (o)AP* n p c v s 
c c 
(II) 
At steady state conditions we have 
P = nSp c v(0 -0 ) 
o c c out i o (12) 
wher~ 
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subscript "o" indicates initial steady state conditions 
0 t = coolant outlet temperature ou 
ei =- coolant inlet t'mlperature 
We introduce the neY function "Y(o)" so defined 
Y(o) = a~ [1-'mF (o)] 
s 
(13) 
Taking into account eqs. (12) and (13), eq. (II) can be finally l~itten: 
The solution of eq. (I q 11ith associated boundary condition (2) is the following: 
• 
t.0\CJ";x) = l!(o_x)t.e;(o)+V(o;x)· [0(x)-e1 ] 0 
6PP (o) (15) 
w!le:r"' 
W(o;x) = e 
I 
-(x+t)Y(o) 
[e(x)-0] = (0 -e ) Jx H(x')dx' i o out i o _112 
V(o;x) = F (o) 
s 
fx e (x'+l/2)Y(o)l!(x' )dx' 
-1/2 






--. For practical p~~oses it is useful to calculate the average temperature 60 (o) 
* and th~ eff~ctive te~erature 60eff(o) defined respectively by: 
-* J+l/2 ill 65 '(o) = 60 (o;x)dx (19) 
C'1ld 
-1/2 
1+1/2 + 2 t.e (o;x)U (x)dx 
= _-_;1:.,:.!.::;.2':"""':':,-------




Putting ( 15) in (19), l~e get: 
(21) 
where 
1+1/2 I -Y(o) ii (a) = 11 (a ; x) dx = .!.-::..:e~Y'"'"( 0-.)-
-1/2 
(22) 
E [0(x)-e] dx = (9 -0 ) ll(x')dx' dx 1+1/2 j+l/f-x ] _112 i o out i o _112 -1 /2 
1+1/2 v(o;x)frx ll(x')dx]dx 
-1/2 ~-1/2 V(o) = ---!~,...,..,..-__;::__ __ -=-
l+l/2r(x a(x')dxJ dx 
-I /2 ~-I /2 J 
Putting (15) in (20) we get: 
where 
J+l/2 ll(o;x) u2(x)dx 
1





112 (x)dx 1+1/2 
-1/2 -
1+1/2 :r2(x) [ix H(x')dx~dx -1/2 
= (0 0 ) --~~~'~2 ---~~-----__;:--







V(o;x) ':2(x) Lx M(x')dx' dx 1+1/2 [ ] -1/2 1/2 
veff{o) = +1/2 1 :t2{x) l.£x :l(x')dlt~dx 
-1/2 l 1/2 J 
Pe have for o = 0 
{28) 
W(O·x) • V(O;x) .. ~(0) = V{O) = Hcff(CI) .. veff(O) = I (29) 
The functions H(o;x) anrl i:i(C1) are independent from the p(mer distribution U(x) 
alone the channel axis. 
The functions V(o;x); V(o); !Jeff(o); '! eff(o) are instead denendent on the pOl~er 
distribution 'l(x) along the channel axis. 
4. The case of a step change of the coolant speed 
Let us non consider the case of a step chance in the coolant speed. 
The final coolant speed ''v" is given by the follo~1in[' equation 
where 
v = initial steady state value of the coolant speed 
0 
6vc = amount of coolant speed chan~e 
l(t) =unit step function. 
Takins into account eq. I and eq. 15 of para. 2. e~. 16 of para. 
6v I (t) d0 r t.v •I (t)~ a60 a60 m£ 
c __£_ + 1 + c - + £ - = .~ (6T -60) 
v dx v ax 0 a. y s 
0 0 
The Laplace transform of eq. 2 is the follouin3 
I 6v d0 ( c 0 
----- + I + 
o v dx 
0 
« 
6v )dMl * 
-S -- + £ o60 










lie divide all the terms of eq. 3 by the factor 
l!.v v i 
+~--=~ 
v v i 
0 0 
(4) 
and ue get: 
* d/!.0 • m.!. • • 
-- + tol!.e .. - (I!.T -l!.e ) dx y s (5) 
We have from eq. 17 of para. 3 
de 
~ .. (e -e ) ll(x) dx out i o (6) 
Eq. 5 of para. 3 is: 
• * * R ~p I!.T • G (o)l!.e + 2h F (o) - !1(x) s s s vf (7) 
Putting eqs. (6) and Q')in (5) and taking into account eq .( 7) of para. 3, ue get 
where 
Y(o) • to [1 + m F (o)] 
s 
The solution of eq. (8) is the following 
where 




1!.6i (o) ll(o ;x) + T" 
0 
l x e (x'+I/2)Y(o) l!(x')dx' 
a _-_,1_,_/:,.2 --------
e (x+J /2)Y(o) lx 'l(x')dx' 
-J/2 










and H(cr;x) and V(o,x) are defined in para. 3. 
For the average coolant temperature 0 and for the effective coolant temperature 
0eff' tiC have 
and 
where 
-• • R. r,; J /::.V c. I fl0 = -ll(cr) T Le-01 0 v cr + 
0 0 
* 
'0•( )1-J( > + ~ 6PP (cr) -V(cr) +u- 1 cr cr ,_ (0-0] i 0 
0 0 
'* R. : 6v 1 60 = - - H (cr) 10 -0 J ::..:s - + eff f. eff L: eff i o v o 
0 0 
• * R. 6P (cr) r, J 
+601 (cr) weff(cr) + T p veff(cr) L9eff-9i o 
0 0 
J. +l/2 ax J W(cr;x) ll(x' )dx' dx 
-1/2 -1/2 
= 1+1/2[ X ~ ~ M(x')dY- 1 dx 
-1/2 -1/2 
(0 -0 > = ef:: i o 
l +l /Z ll2(x)[1x ll(x')dx] dx -1/2 1/2 (0 -0 ) ~~~~~~------~~ 









and W(a); V(a); l1eff(a) and V eff(a) are defined in paragraph 3. The followin8 
properties are important. 
From eq. ([!) of para. 3 and gq, (II), we get 
V(a;x) = F (a)W(a;x) 
s 
From eq. (24) of para. 3 and eq. (15), we can •trite 
V(a) = F (a) 
s 
• ll(o) 
From eq. (23) of para. 3 and eq. (17), we obtain 
In case of complete loss of coolant eq. (3) becomes 
• 9. alle 
0 
mR. 0 • • ~ - (liT -lie > y s 





In case of constant power (liP•O) and constant inlet coolant temperature (lle1•o) 
and takin~ into account eqs. (6) and (7}, eq. (22) becomes 
(23) 
5. Physical meanine of the parameters "R." and "m" and comparison with the axial 
.lumped model 
In addition to the definitions of the parameters "R." and ''m" given respectively 
by eqs. (6)and0)of para. 2, it is possible to obtain another expression for the 
product ".Q.m" which has an interesting physical meaninc. 
Eq.(4)of para. 2 at steady state conditions becomes the followinf 










Eq. 54 of para. 4 in Bibl. I gi~es for y the following equation at steady state 
conditions 
where 
' - ... 1 T -e I T -e y • _ _..s __ ., _ .,....c;s~-
4 T -T 4 T -T 
c s c s 
T = central fuel temperature 
c 
and the line at the top indicates average alon:; the "x" axis. 
By combining eqs. (2) and (3), ue :;et 
I 6out -ei 
m~ = - (4) 
4 ! -! 
c s 
If the coolant speed is larce, ".11." becomes small (eq. (6) of para. 2) and the 
product m~ becomes small. Ne have from eq. (4) that the steady state axial 
coolant temperature profile becomes small in comparison to the fuel radial 
temperature profile. This means that a more simplified axial model called 
"lumped model" can be used. 
The lumped model is defined by the follouing relationship betueen average, 
outlet and inlet coolant temperatures. 
t.e i +t.e out 
2 (5) 
Inteerating eq. (14) of para. 3 and eq. (8) of para. 4 in respect to "x", 1~e get 
respectively 
and 
t.P"' (e -e ) F (a)-
out i o s P 
0 
Takin~ into account eq. (5), we get respectively from{6)and(7) 
F (o) t.P011 






If we compare eq. (8) and (9) respectively ~rl.th eq. (21) of para. 3 and (10) 
of para. 4, we realize that we obtain the same result by calculating the follow-
ing limits 
and 
lim W(a) • lim 
i.*o Y(a)*O 
I -Y(a) -e 




.::.Y_(_o_) -e-;;'YT(o'"')..,.,/2.--- • 





" lim V(o) • lim I+YCo)/2 Y(o)*O Y(a)*O 
6. The case of uniform power distribution along channel axis 
In this case we have 
l!(x) • I 
Eqs. (17) and (18) of para. 3 give respectively 
[e(x)-ei] • (x+l /2) re -e1] o l! out o 
V( . ) .. I Fs(o) [I- -(x+I/2)Y(o)J o,x x+l/2 Y(o) e 
Eq. (26) of para. 3 gives 
I -Y(o) - -e lleff(o) • ll(o) • Y(o} 
Eqs, (23) and (27) of para. 3 give: 
- I (e-ei)o • (eeff-ei)o = 2 (eout-ei)o 
Eqs. (24) and (28) of para. 3 give: 
F (a) r, 











Eq.(l3) of para. 4 gives: 
I (x+I/2)Y(a) - -e ~~ (a ; x) • -'-T(x;..,.+.,-1 /""2..-) '""Y~( a"""')- (7) 
Eqs. (17) and (19) of para. 4 give: 
a • 1-e 
[ 
-Y(a)J 
W(a) • ~~eff(a) • 2 1- . Y(a) (8) 
In the next sections of this paragraph the functions ll(a;x); V(a;x); W(a) and 
V(a) are developed in expressions which are easily antitransformable to the time 
domain. 
6.1 Expansion in series of poles of the function :l(a:x) 
The function 
W(a;x) • e-(x+I/2)Y(a) (I) 
can be developed on the imaginary axis (a•jv) as follows (see Appendix 1): 
where: 
-R.(x+l/2)a [ n•oo W(a;x) " e u 1+0-w1) ! D n•J n 
w1 .. exp [- ~9. (x+J/2j] 
a .. 
n 
(x+l/2) --=m:;.;R. __ 
0.25+y2a 
n 
1 /(Rn lln) E =- -+-
n u I u 









a • "n"th root of the Bessel function equation Z(a)+y•O and Z(a) given by eq. 
n 
(23) of para. 2 in bibl. 1. 









a' • \l - j un n n 
u • .;J_ -(~)2 







6.2 Expansion in series of poles of the function V(a;x) in the case of uniform 
palter distribution 
The function 
I F s (o) 
V(a;x) ~ x+l/2 Y(o) D-e-(x+II2)Y(a)] 
can be developed as follows on the ima~inary axis (a•ju) 
(See Appendix 3) 
V(a;x) "' v1 
1 -(x+II2)R.a n•oo 






( I ) n""" P' I n•oo I +IT o + v
3 
e- x+l 2 !l.a E _ __:n::._-:- e -(x+l 2)R.o E ,1 __ ___!n:...__ 
• + v4 n 
n•l l+a/a n•l l+A o+B a 2 




v .. -2 
y+J/8 




• P' '"a P 
a 
n 
n n n i(l+m)2(x+l/2) 
N ., _I /(lln + R~) 
n o u Iv n n 
n 
U"'"' ( II ) S • l: ....!!. IV + RV 







y+I/B +~(I-S ) 




v R and v I being respectively real and imaginary parts of the function: n n 
1-wl F (-a') ( B a~) 5 n D (A E } I n (II) mi(x+l/2) l+mF(-a 1 ) n n- n A -E 
n n n 
and 








l-u1 y+I/'J 1-S .,_....!..... __ _ 
1 m~(x+l/2) l+m 
is the "n"th zero of the Bessel function equation 
Z(a) + y +!!!.•o 
a 
un. ft..n' B . D and E are given in para. n' n n 
1; m and Z(a) are given in para. 2 and 3. 
have: 
vt + v2 + v3 + v4 • I 
n•"' n•., n•oo 
E p 
" 
E P' • E ~I • I 
n•l n n•l n nat n 
n•oo 
- ~yv2 (x+t/2)· t P (a •) 2 • I n n 
n•l 
6.1 















+ "2 l: 
n'"l 
L -~a n- i• n - n 
+ "3 e l: 


















-- (1-S ) 
l+m I 
4(1+m)2 L = ____ ....:::.:>!...:..:!! ________ • p 
n cr *(y+l/3} [(4m+cr *>+4(ycr *-m> 2] n 
n n n 
L I = (PI) 
n n x=l/2 







s1; An; Bn; Dn; En; l!n and i:n being s1, An, Bn: Dn, En, ~nand Nn calculated 
for x = I /2. 
* I cr , P , s1, l! , ll are given in para. 6. 2 n n n n 
A, B , D and E are ziven in para. 6.1 
n n n n 
m, R., and y are given in para. 2 and 3 
He have 
- - -
"I + "2 + ''3 + 1l4 = I (II) 
n~oo n=oo n= 
E L = E I:~ = E c = I 
n=l n n=l n n=l n 
(12) 
6.4 ?xpansion in series of poles of the function V(cr) in the case of uniform 
potrer distribution 
The function 
V(o) = (I) 
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can be developed on the imaginary axis (o•jv) as follons (see Appendix 7): 
where 
v • I 
2(y+l/8) ;; 
R.(l+m)2 I lim 
2wl ~I 
V a - ---'-..,.. (y+l/8) - --'---
3 R.(J+m)2 t2(J+m) 
n-
y+J/3 l: i 




"""',.::3'--;.- y+ 1/8 n l: 
+ R.(l+m) l+m n=l k=l 
k,ln 
[ 









2~v4 y+ I /8 D"'"' 
---;-:,...-- E L a "' 
+ ~(l+m) l+m n=l n n 
y+l/8 n= 2 
l+m E tn 
n=l 
2w3 y+l/8 n= 
v6 = i(l'+m) O+m> E 1 1' n=l n n 
-2;;4 
n="' c ) 
= E ...!!.rH+'lw v7 ~(I +m) 
- n n no:l u 
n 
L y+I/S t p = 2 ...!!. n ~(l+m)2 v3 
• 
+ m(y+l /3) k=«~ ok -E ·~ k=l a .t(l +rn) 2 kk n 
p = 2 
1
n y+l /8 




+ u 3 I+ E k=l 
kk 
L 2 
0 n = 
·n n=o:;J 2 E L n~l n 
1 i:• 
o' = n n 
'r. n=co 
E L L' 
n=l n n 
+ m(y+l /8) 
~(I +m)2 
.. ] l+on /ak 

















( \In I " + R " ) u n n 
n 
(14) 
/(~- ll l1 I \ltl ~• n .,_ ~+_I!_) n - - " u u I 
n n n 
(15) 
u u 1 d i In and ~n being respectively real an ma~inary parts bf the function: 
2U4 
t(!+m) d+m) F <-cr'> s 8 n C (A -G )(1- n 
l+mF (-cr') n n n A -G 
s n n n 
+ K 
cr 1 " ~ - ju n n n 
u • J~ _(X~ \2 
n B 2B I 
n n 
w1; H 2 ; u3 ; l74 ; Ln; L~; Cn; Gn are given in para. 6.3 
• a is given in para. 6.2 
n 
An and Bn being respectively An and Bn at~ • 1/2 
An and Bn are given in para. 6.1 
m£ and y are given in para. 2 and 3 
K 
l~e have: 
2(1-w1 )m y+l/8 
£2(1+m)2 l+m 
- - - - -v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + v5 + v6 + v7 • I 
n=-co n=CD nDCD 
l: p = l: 
n 
n"'l n•l 
P' = r " n n 
n=l 








2v2 - n== - • 
v1 + T + v3 E , a • o n•l n n 
(23) 
~ [- n•= _ "' 2 _ n•= _ • 2 2ii 2 ] 
2 v E Q (a ) - v E P (a ) - -- = 5 n=l n n 3 n=l n n t2 
(24) 
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7. The case of sinusoidal power distribution along channel axis 
In this case the normalized power distribution along channel axis is 
/1 (x.) • ( .(./:/.) C. OS (~X) 
.rtn (.{h) ( 1 ) 
where ( 1 ' ) 
with H' being the extrapolated length and H being length of the fuel rod. 
Eq. (I 7) of para 3 gives 
16 (x)- e] - J,, («."') .. s,r, (.<.;~) ( e - e.) L ' o ;,. JN? { .<.;2) oul ' o 
Eq. (18) of para 3 gives 
V(o- x)-
' 
Eqs. (23) and (27) of para 3 give 
( e-e.) 1 
~ 0 = (e ff-e.) e ~ o = -2 (e t-e.) ou 1. 0 
Eq. (24) of para 3 gives 
Vr6') e ;;_ F;r"'; Yrrr) 
o(;,. +- y ;L(O') 
I; (rr) ,( ~ 
+ .c;z.- Y"'(fJ") 











(.Of 2 ( ~~ :2) -Lf-.(.-;z.f+----7-'f~Ol.,:.( 6'-)- 1 
- ycfJ') 
- <Z 






Eq. (28) of para 3 gives 
(a/2)cos(a/2) ~ 
- lT (o) 
sin (a/2) eff + 
(7) 
Eqs. II, 15 and 17 give respectively 
U(o;x) = a f Y(o) rco~a x)- cos(a/2) e-(x+I/Z)Y(o)l + 
sin( a x)+ s!n( a/2.) \..a2+y2 (a) L J 
-!- a
2 [si:(ax) + sina(a/2) e-(x+I/2)Y(o}l} (S) 
a2+y2(o) J 
o.2 + _ _:;_ __ 
I -Y(o) 
[ 
-e 1- .:.......::..__ 
Y(o) 
1-e-Y(o) 
(a/2)cos (a/~ + 
sin (a/2) 
(9) 
~ 1- -} sinta/2) -I +sin( a/a) {a/2)cos(a/2) ,.1 (o)l + sin(a/2) eff ~ 
(10) 
In the next sections of this paragraph the functions V(o;x); 
V(o); Heff(o) and Veff(o) are developed in expressions Hhich are easily 
antitransfomable to the tine domain. 
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V(o,x) • ~---,-----, 
sin(ax)+sin{a/2) [
F $ (a)Y{o) ( 
~cos {cax) 
a2+y2(o) 
.. cos {a/2) e -(x+I/2)Y(o)) + 
(I) 





+ v3 e -{x+l/2)1.t:J l: Dln __ ;:;__ 











Din • sin(ax)•DSn + a cos(ax) DZ0 
sin(ax)DS0 ESn + a cos(ax) DZn EZn EJ m 
n 
sin(ax)DSn + a cos(ax) DZ0 
\11DP +(1-u1) (l-s2)DK2 D2 • n n 
n 













w1; 1-w1; An; Bn are eiven in para, 6.1 
DSn; ESn; DZn; EZn; ASn; BSn are eiven in Appendix 8, 
s2; 1-S2; DKin; E~ln; DK2n; ~K2n; nrn; EPn are piven in Appendix 10. 
lie have 
n .... 
I: Dl • 
n 
n=l 




~ n n,. 0 ~ BS 
n=l n 
• I: D3 
n 
.. 








1.2 Expansion in series of poles of the function V(o) in the case of sinus-
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L n 1 L ~ en a :JIYtZn 1n ;oo'>'ct. 6. 3. 
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ExEansion in series of_,Eoles of the function Weff(o) in the case of 
sinusoidal Eower distribution 
The function 
.2 foc 2 (-s',) y',•> 1-rz - Yc <T) W~(e-) • + 
-1 sin .C 'fa{_ J.,. y2{~) Yc 5) .. -z-
.;;_(1(2. ( 1 _ a.- Y(fr) + s/n .t:. -1+ <Z. 
- Yc~J )} +- (-1) lfq(-l yJ.(6') y(6') ~ ;).. 
can be developed on the imaginary axis (o=jY) as follows (see Appendix 13) 
where 
-1 m 
= - -1 ~ s/n I{ -1 ,.. rn 
.£ 
-1 
'Ill Qjf 'f • '1 ' .!.!!!..!!,_ 
.c 
4 
1,./ 4/1 s- • -1-.-,-,.,-c(:--
.c 
s'" ..(. (6) 
::l..C 
rr ~ ) ( ) Stn r£ Sl;.,o( ( ) ( )] l\m-.:'m J. -1- ~ f- ;z.C. 1.1.,- '"--;-;-- 1-w7 -1-~ 
rm -..,~n~ J;) s,..,.. ~;,/ (t- w,) s,-] ( R) 
(J.) 
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,PI(;( • - m r- -- -f-d. JJI(R + 1 [.PI!, (~~~-Ell,) [ I'~"* m :J. ( j:; )] 
n w~, (-t. '';_;:) { f.u-m) t(-r~m ):1. ·ff·m "1 n 
+- ( m- ;,;: ) (t-J~) M-tf{ + :::,(r1 ~~,. f1- w.,)(-t- {-J .0){ ~.<,]] (-t1) 
E/12 = -f flJ/1,/Jif,- li._Y/1 + m~ (~-~)] £1(":, i-
n ;)10., V./f> ("1 f "£;:) U-t•m) l t("! ~m) ~ ·"fl·m 
+(m-/;,: f_,)(7-S~)EJr-trJ,,. ~~ [w-rE~rf-t-w..,H-t-f,)EJr-1'~]} (-1'2) 
s,.-t-.f,.A !J-










~ ~-~~i =--1 (-t:J) i • -1 
n ... n=#O n=,. 
2:= ./JH-1, = b 1JH2 =:2:: lJ 1./1, "' -1 (-16) n n•-f n •1 
n~- 2J !Hn £ f{ 1, :Z fiC G Of fiC 4 2:= = - (-111} 
n=-1 .111, r,;, rJ:. . l 
n•oD J)/1-f, (-t- E#"(, A. 111,, ) f/,(2 2::::: = (f.f) 
n • -r 811, lJ lin e:z 
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7.4 Expansion in series of poles of the function Veff(o) in the case of 
sinusoidal power distribution 
The function 
(.c.;"-; G(Jf ("'I;>.) 
sm ("'12 ) 
(--r) 
can be developed on the imaginary axis (o=jv) as follows (see Appendix 14) 




v:: - 1 
a.f/J - 1 Pn 4( 
~--
"-
~-=-~"-~ "f.-'-'-7,._,.. r _m_ ( -1 - f ) l l{[.,.fml --tnn ~ (S) 
(6) 







E 1.-;J.." E£2 = 
n !JL 2., (tl.f} 
.l)£] ~ -f 
n ~' 
( -15) 
[ 1<.{11 s- J;, E LJ, ~ f./ t</1' J, E L ~ 1) It;, lJ s;, f- -(1• '2',()(..,,._,..,;e -1 EIJ, • It' lJ.[J «f(l " 









1-S1 ; A o ~ being 1-S 1 ; A o B calculated for x=1/2. n' n n' n 
A o B are given in para 6.1. 
n' n 
on"; 1-S 1 are given in para 6.2. 
L 0 L' are given in para 6.3. 
n' n 
AS o BS o DZ ; EZ are given in appendix 8. 
n' n' n n 
DK o EK o DK3 ; EK3 ; DK4 ; EK4 are given in appendix 11. 
n' n' n n n n 
Weff5 ; WeffG are given in para 7.3. 
AH ; BH are given in appendix 12. 
n n 
1-Sso DL1 o EL1 o 
' n' n' 
~L6n are given in 
We have 
V:rr• = -1 
DL2 o EL2 o DL3 o 









S. Antitransfotmation to the time pomain 
the expressions develope~ in para. 6 and 1 are easily antitransformable to the 
time doma:Ln, 
The folloWing table gives the antitrabsfotm~d of the elementary funotibns con-














f(<-a) T > a ~ 0 







2 T e 
a 
I - 2~ 'Gin Y T + a sin Y T >] b e [ Y c (cos Y T - 2b y 
y - ~~- (2~)2 
o T > a 
1/a 0 < T ~ a 
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9. Numerical Examples 
Some numerical examples have been carried out by usinc the e~uations obtained 
in paragraphs 6 and 7 and the table of the antitransformed ~iven in paragraph r,, 
the following numerical examples have been calculated either for a unit step of 
the inlet coolant temperature "ei" [functions t1(o;x) and ii(o)] or for a unit 
t~ulse of the pat~er "P" [functions V(o ;x) and V(o)]. 
The time of all the calculated transients is 11 T 11 that is the real time "t" 
divided by the radial time scale "t/· 
Fig. 2 shows the transients of the avera~e coolant temperature (curve I) and of 
the outlet coolant temperature (curve 2) due to a step of "ei". It is interesting 
to notice that the two curves differ considerably. This oeans that the simple 
lumped axial model in this case can not describe the transient very precisely. 
Curve I can also represent the transient of the outlet coolant temperature due 
to a step reduction of the coolant flou. Lookin~ at curve 2 of fi":• 2 it is 
important to notice that the transient is characterized by two parts: a step at 
T•i (which is equal to the time needed by the coolant to cross the all channel) 
followed by a slo•• transient. Physically, this oeans that the coolant, durinc 
its travel along the channel, receives less patter than it would have [;Ot if 
there was no change in the inlet coolant temperature. The difference betHeen 
the total power produced and that carried out by the coolant is used to heat up 
the fuel rod to the new equilibrium value. lfuen the fuel has reached the final 
temperature, it be~inns again to release the all pm•er to the coolant. For this 
reason the second part of the transient, being dominated by the fuel time const~t, 
is very slou. 
A better understandin~ of this phenomenon can be obtained by lookine at fir,. 3 
in tthich the temperature transients at different channel hei~hts are shown. The 
size of the step is decreasing as ''e move from the input to the output of the 
channel. 
Fig. 4 shows the outlet and avera~e coolant temperature transients for a smaller 
coolant speed (2 = 0.02). The difference bet~reen the ttro curves is more pro-
nounced than in the case shown in fig. 2 (~ 2 0,002). This me~ns that the smaller 
is the coolant speed, the trorse can the lumped model describe the coolant tran-
sients. 
The size of the step depends on "2" (fir. 5). The bi:"~er is "R.", the smaller is 
the coolant speed and the smaller is the step size because the longer is the 
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tilne it takes to the coolant to cross the all channel. The bigger is "m" the 
rmaller is the step size of the outlet coolant temperature (fie. 6). This becomes 
clear if one thinks that, because of the definition of "m'', the bi~:;ger is "n", 
the bigger is the heat capacity of the fuel which must be heated up to the ne·~ 
equilibril!m value. 
Tlle in:!.tial step size depends also on "y" (fig. 7). The bigger is "y", the bigger 
is the step size. This becomes clear if one thinks that the bigger is "y" the 
smaller is the heat transfer coefficient bett~een fuel and coolant and therefore 
the more a~iabatic is the coolant temperature transient. In the extreme case y=~ 
(that is heat transfer coefficient betueen fuel and coolant equal to zero), the 
cutlet coolant transient would be perfectly adiabatic that is a unit step at t=t. 
~ir. 8 sh~l7S the transients respectively of the average coolant temperature 
(curve I ) and of the outlet coolant temperature (curve 2) due to a pouer pulse. 
The tllO transients differ considerably in the first risinr part. This means that 
th'! lumped model uould not describe them correctly. 
Fig. 9 nhous the coolant temperature transients at different channel heights, 
ll'e notice ::hat for a given channel section the peak temperature is reacbed at 
a time t=~(x+l/2) l~hich is the time needed by the coolant to travel fro:n the 
channel input to the section under consideration. 
Fig. 10 shows the transients of outlet (curve 2) and average coolant temperature 
for a smaller coolant speed (t = 0.02). The difference betueen the t<(O curvec 
is more pronounced than in the case shmm in fie. fl. This means that the smaller 
is the coolant speed, the uorse can the lumped model describe the coolant tran-
sients. 
The smaller is "R.", the bigeer is the peak temrerature (fi::. II). This can be 
easily understood if one thfnl<s that the smaller is "t", the smaller is the time 
requir~d by the coolant to cross the all channel and therefore the big~er is the 
peak temperature, 
The bi~:;ger is "m" the smaller is the peak temperature (fif':, 12) and the bi!;'<-er 
is "y'', the smaller is the peak temperature (fi~. 13). Fig. 14 shous the effect 
of "et" (axial pm>er shape) on the transient of the outlet coolant temperature. 
Fi<';S. 15, 16, 17 and I :1 shov the influence of the number of !'Oles on the 
accurPcy of the calculation of the coolant transients. In fi~s. 17 and 13 the 
influ:mce of the "singular pole" Nhich has a lar~>,e imaBinary part (see Appendix 9) 
is particularly ex~ined. 
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Appendix 1 
In this appendix we intend to obtain the expression (2) of para. 6.1 
We start from 
W(o;xl = -(x+1/2)Y(e') e 
Substituting in (1) the expression of Y(6) eiven by eq, (27) of para 2, 
we get 
W(o';x) -(x+1/2)15 -(x+1/2)lm~F (d) = e e s 
From Bibl. 1 para. 3 we €et for F (~) th~ followinr expression: 
s 
6 F ( 6) 
s 
where: 
"-O'n" be1ng "n"th root of the equation 1+zJcr) = 0 with Z(O) eiven by 
eq. {?)) of par3., 2 
Putt1n:; (3) in ( r_;), we 1-:-et: n= oo ~ -~an 
-(x+1/2)1G" ~ 






an = (x+1/2) lm J y sn = (X+ 1/2) 1711 -------0.25+i0' 
n 
From AppenOix ') e~. 47, w~ f~t o~ the ima~inary axis: 
-'1 I 0 a :> 1+ e n - "' t5 + e- n B ('{~ 
n,__,:----·--'n"--
? 1+A o +B 0'~ 
n n 
which is valid o~l~ on the ima~inary axis, that is when 6=jV 
In (7) it is 






e B = .::._..,-
n cr 2 
n 
Putting (7) in (5), we get: 
I n- oo W(~;x) = e-(x+1 2)15 -rr-
n=1 
We have: 
-a +(1-e n) 
1+A 6"+B el 
n n 
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2 1+\G' +Bk<r 
If 11 -0'"' and "~"" are the conjugate roots of th8 equation: 
n n 
1+A 6'+B e1 2 = 0 
n n 
from eq. 11 we have for 6-+6 1 
n 
-an 
D ( 1-E ~· ) 1-e = k-oo n n n 
1-e-?;i 
ak 
and for 6-ts• 
n 
A k:OO 
1-61 n Tl 1 an/2 n +e k=1 
kh 
-·· [ ' 1v D (1-E 11") 1-e 1-G'" n = n n n =• n a 2 ~ ak 1+e nl k=1 
1-e - kJn 
1-e-ak/2A O''+e-akB (~' )2 
k n k n 
1-Ake1~+Bk(6'~)2 
1-e -ak/2A G""+e -akB (i'i• ) 2 
k k n 








Eqs. (13) and (14) can be written as follows 
D ( 1-E IL + jE y ) 
n n•n n n 
D(1-Eu.-jEy) 
n nrn n n 
-an 1-e 
= 1 -ml/y(x+172J -e 
1-e-an 
= 1 -ml/y(x+1/2) 
-e 
(R + ji ) 
n n 
(R -ji ) 
n n 
In (15) and (16) it has been taken into account that: 
!!!lcx+1/2l y 
R and I being respectively real and imaginary parts of the expression 
n n 
R +ji = ( 1-ct' 
n n n 




In (15) 3.nd (16) it has also 
,. 
= \1 -jY n n n 
' 5" )1 +jY = n n n 
From (15) or (16) we get: 






\1n R -1 1 + __!!) E = v c-n y I 
n n n 
Putting (11) in (10), we get: 
= R -ji 
n n 
been put: 

























In this appendix we want to demonstrate that: 
---~n~ ~ n n 
[ 
6h; ]1+e-an/2A G+e-anB 152 
exp -a - 2 (1) 
n 1+6/0' 1+A Cl +B ~ 
n n n 
along the imaginary axis that is when o= jV 





n !)" 2 
n 
We introduce the new variable x = 5/6 
n 
I fi/on] [ x J 
exp [an 1+6/on = exp -an t+XJ= 
us consider the function Let 
f(x) = exp - __!!._ [ a x-11 2 1+x 
If in (5) we put y=1/x, we get: 
f( .1) 1 = f(y) = exp 2n )(+1 = fG'Y X 
a 
n 
2 • x-1] X+1 
[a ~-1] 
The problem consists in approximating the function exp[-an/2 ~:~]along 
the imaginary axis (that is when x=j~) by means of a rational function. 
The order of the two polynomials (at numerator and denominator) must be 
the same. The bigger is the order of the polynomials, the better is the 
approximation. Numerical evaluations have shown that a rational function 
with second order polynomials approximate the function exp ~an/2 ~:~] very 
accurately for most of the practical cases, that is for L 









( 1+xx1 ) ( 1+xx2 ) 
( 1+..!..) ( 1+..!..) 
x1 x2 
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It is necessary to associate another relationship to eq. 9 in order to 
determin x 1 and x2 
This second condition may be fixed by imposing that 
(Case I) 
or 
lim dg(jw) = lim df(jw) (Case II) 
d(jw) d(j..,) 
l.tJ'+o &~•o 
where fg and ff are respectively the phases of g(j~) and of f(jw). 
We shall consider the two cases separately. 
Case I 
We have 
f ( j 61) -a /2 - [illl-11 = e n exp ~ = exp Jlll+1 
= exp ~ ~ exp - j _n_ 
[
a 
1 2] [ a w l 2 1+1} 1+ri 
From (13) it follows: 
\ f < j .,) 1 = 
and 





We have also 


















= arctgx1 + arctgx2 - arctg - arctg x 1 x 2 
Since: 
arctg 1 = ~/2 - arctgx 
X 
(18) becomes: 
which can be 
f (j•1) = g 
Condition (12) is therefore equivalent to: 
an x1+x2 
- 2 = 2arctg 1-x1x2 -11" 
(22) can be modified as follows: 
a 1 













Case II 1 . dg(j(Al)_ 1 . df(jw~ l.m d ( . W) - J.m ( 
w .... o J w-o,d jw 
We have: 
1 li dg(jr.J) ( 
W 





1 . df{ju) an/2 1m ·- =-a e d(J't.>) n 
W-+0 
Condition (25) becomes: 
2 2 










Taking into account eq. 9, (28) gives: 
=-a 
n 




-arJ2 = 1-e 
a 
n 






x 1+x2 = arJ2 
e -1 
Case II { 
-a /2 x x - e n 1 2 -
Fig. 19 show the two functions 




Fig. 20 shows the function 
£(a ) = M-N 
n M 
From fig. 19 it appears that if 
a 
M (a ) = _...;n;,--









0 ~a 43 (38) 
n 
the two function M(a ) and N(a ) are practically coincident. 
n n 
Numerical evaluations carried out on the IBM 7070 computer show that, 
assuming for x1 and x2 the values obtained in case II, the errors in sub-
stituting f(j~) with g(jW) are less than 5 % in the amplitude and less than 
2° in the phase when 0 ~ a ~ 3. 
n 
Figs. 21 and 22 show respectively amplitude and phase of the functions f(x) and 
g{x) (case II] with a = 3. 
n 
From eqs. (33) and (34), we get: 
- j 
and~ 
For any value of a we have: 
n 
-an/2 :;. [ an ] 
2 
e ~ 2(ean/2_1) 
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cosh -2 >,> 1 + 8 
which is satisfied for any value of a as it can be easily seen by 
an n 
developing cosh ;> in series. 
Putting (39) and (40) in (8), we get: 
g-( X) = 
Remembering the x = 5/~ , we get 
n 
~!rf 2 e-an/2 
n 
-a 
n 1 +"'/c:r' n 
e 
+o- (52 
Futtine in eq. (44) 
and 
B = 



















-au/2A o+e-~B a2 l+e n 11t (47) 




In this appendix we intend to obtain the expression 2 of para. 6.2 
We start from: 
1 
V(G';x) = x+1/2 
F (B) 
s 
y(e-) [1_: -( x+ 1/2) Y(G~ ( 1) 
According to eq. 2 of para. 6.1 we have on the imaginary axis· 
1 -(x+1/2)Y(5) ~ 1 -(x+1/2)le' -(x+1/2)16( 1 ) [ ~ 1+Ene- ] 
-e = -e + e -w, 1- n=1 Dn1+AnG+Bn6"2 = 
= 1-e-(x+1/2)lo+ e-(x+1/2)1~(1-w )~ ~n=~ D (A -E ) 




:2:_ D (A -E ) = 
n= 1 n n n 
ml(x+1/2) 
1-w1 








Y( C') = 
where: 
Z(6) = 
1+mF (&) = 
s 
J ( {:5) 
0 
1+~ m + oZ(G') 
J
0 
and J 1 being Bessel functions of the first kind. 
Eq. (4) can be written as follows 
F (5) 
s 1 1 
Y(c) = 10' o (z( ol+r] +m 
We want to demonstrate that 
where 
F (B) 
s 1 n=O> fn 
= ( 1+mho- )On=
1 
_ _.:: __ 
1+6"/o- .. 
n 









m Z(o) + y + J • o 
f .. -~4 <:-:-l..;.::+ln:..<..) -,.---




1t "111 be show in Appendix 4 that all the roots "-a *n of eq. 8 are real and 
n 
negative. 
Frol!l eqs. (5) and (6), ue obtain: 
Since it is: 
ddo [-a J
0
h+2(rn+yo)h J 1 (h)] '" 
= t [- 2 J
0
(h)+h J 1 (h)+4yh J 1 (h)-(2m+yo)J0 (h)1 
l~e have: 
{ .!!._ [- aJ h + 2(m+ya)hJ (i=O'~l a do o I * 
•-a 
n 
* ;----. r-. ;----. 2m-yo r-;; 
= -J (,Ia -)+ -4y_+_l Ia * J (olo "'> -
2 
n J (1-a *> = 
on 2 nln on 
!:* Jl (/:*) 
• .......:n=---7-.......:n=---
2 
.(;'i J I ( !:*) 
.. .......:n~7---=n=--
2 
!:* Jl (lo*) 
,. .......:n=--,..:-.......:n:...._ 
2 
[ 4(2m+2-yo *>z(o *>+4y+l J = 
n n 
[4y+I-4(2M+2-yan"')(y- m*)] .. 
a 
n 









• • 2 (4m+6' ) +4(y6 -m) 
n n 
which is equal to eq. 9 
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Taking into account eqs (2) and (?), eq. 1 becomes: 
V(6';x) -; 1 
x+1/2 
1 n="' _r....:n:___{ 1-e-(xB:1/2)16 + 




e-(x+1/2)l5 6- D (A -E ) 
n n n 
n= 
1+ _ __!!__ ES 
A -E 
n n 
2 1+A G+B 6 
n n 
1 -(x+1/2)1~ n=OJ 










[~ n=1 ,.:;.".] 
ml(X+1/2) 
1-w 1 
n=oo f j(J • L n n 
n=1 1Hi/6 • 
n 
[ ~ 0 '' -E ) n= 1 n n n 
1+N 11 
n 
2 1+A G'+B 6 
n n 
From eq. (16) we obtain: 
and, taking into account eq. (?) 
' 1 n 1+ A -E <5 n n 
1+A (J +B 6 2 
n n 
= 
M ( 1-N If' ) 
n n n 
1 1-w 1 




1+mF ( -6') 
s n 
B 
D (A -E )(1- n e'n) 








M ( 1-N o-") 
n n n 
1 1-w1 
= s 1 mHx+1/2) 
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(1+m) 
F ( -6'") 
---'
6
'---'n"---- D ( A - E ) ( 1 -
1+mF (-6") n n n 
s n 
B 
~n';:;- 6") A -E n 
n n 
where -(f' and -o 11 are the complex coningate roots of the equation 
n n 
2 1+A 6 +B 6 = 0 
n n 
Putting 
e>' = J.L -jY n n n 
and 
6" = J.L +jV n n n 
eqs. (18) and (19) can be written as follows: 
M ( 1-N J.L + jN v ) = 1 (R v + · Iv) 
n nn nn S.;' n Jn 
M ( 1-N J.L -jN y ) = 1 (Rv - 'Iv) 
n n n n n S.;' n J n 
"Rv" and "Iv" being respectively real and imaginary parts of the function 
n n 
1-w 1 F (- 6'' ) s n (1+m) 

















Since it is: 
we get 
(24), we get: 





= ""'> f~ = 1 fu 
B 
D (A -E ) (1- n (f' ) 
















= -m=-1.,..( x-+-1'-/"'2,..,..) .2::" f n 
n=1 
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1-A 5 •+B (5 *) 2 k n k n 
Putting (15) and (16) in (14), we get finally 
V(~;x) = v 1 
1_e-(x+1/2)10' 
(X+ 1/2 Jl\5' 
n=" p 2:= _.:;.n_ + 
n= 1 1+ff/5 " 
n 
-(x+1/2)15 ~ P~ 
e 2_ __:::___• + v 4 
n=1 1+<!'/6' 
n-oO 1+N 6' 
e -(x+1/2)10' ~ Mn ___ ,n:.__, 
n=1 1+A 6'+B I-
where 
y+1/8 1 















f f<S • 
n n 
n 
because it is 
















M ( 1-N <>: 11 ) 
n n n 
1 1-w1 








D (A -E ) ( 1- ..,.-:n:..,.- 6 11 ) 
n n n A -E n 
n n 
where -tJ' and -6 11 are the complex coningate roots of the equation 
n n 
2 1+A O'+B 6 = 0 
n n 
Putting 
6' = )i -j v n n n 
and 
6" = li +jV n n n 
eqs. (18) and (19) can be written as follows: 
M (1-N 1i +jN v) = 1 (Rv + .Iv) 
n n n n n s 1 n J n 
M ( 1-N J.L - jN v ) = 1 ( R v - j I v) 
n n n n n s 1 n n 
"Rv" and "Iv" being respectively real and imaginary parts of the function 
n n 
1-w 1 F (-5
1 ) 
s n (1+m) 

















Since it is: 
we get 
( 24) ' we get: 





= -.:::;:--- f ~ = 1 
fu 
B 
D (A -E ) (1- n rt' ) 














1-w1 n= oo 
= -rn-::-1-r( x-+-:1;...,/"'2"'") ~ f 
n 
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1-A 15 •+B (5 "') 2 k n k n 
Putting (15) and (16) in (14), we get finally 
where 
1_e-(x+1/2)1tr n=oo V(~;x) v2 2::: = v1 (x+1/2h <5' + 
n=1 
-(x+1/2)15 ~ p~ 
e 2._ ___.:::___ + v 4 





1(1+rn) 2 x+1/2 
1 x+1/8 
2 1( 1+rn) x+1/2 











because it is 


































From eq. 1 we get: 
lim V(5;x) = lim 1 
~__, s--oo X+ 1/2 
From eq. 31 we get: 
lim V ( l'l'; x) = lim 
l . [ 1 :: l.M 




Comparing 41 to 42, we get: 
n= • 1+m ~ f G'"' = 
n=1 n n y 
or 
n= oo 1 
1 





__ 1-'----:;--- 2:::: f 6' .. 
l6"(x+1/2)(1+m) (x+1/2)lo2 (1+m) n=1 n n 









• b th!s eppendix we t1ant to shot~ that the roots "-ct " of the llessel functior, 
n 
eqt:ation 
Z(o) + y + ~ • 0 
0 




Z(o) ,. - --0"'---- • 
21=0 J 1 (.f-0) 
r- n'"" r-a 





wher2 ~are the real zeros of the Bessel function J 1 
Tc!t"'.~g into account (2) and (3) , (I) becomes : 
n=., I /b 
I +m + E -:-:--r.n:... = _ y 
o n=2 l+o/bn 
If ooox+jy is a root of eq, 4, putting it in (4), we get 
t·~ . n= (x+~n)2+y2] y E • 0 x2+y2 n=2 
Equation 5 is satisfied only if: 







>"=om (6) ''e can conclude that all the roots of equation (I) are real. Since the 
coefficients of eq, (4) are all positive, the roots trill be also all negative. 
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Appendix 5 
With reference to eq. 37 of Appendix 3, and to eq. 131 of Appendix 7, we want 
here to show that: 
and 










It is according to eq. 7 of Appendix 3 
(1+m) 
F (6) ~ f 
71+-m-;;;;....(""'(1""") = L_ 1+6/: i 
s n=1 n 
It is also 
and 
F (6) 
P(IS) = (1+m) s 1+mF (15) = 
s 
Comparing (4) to (5~ we get: 
n=oo f 
;;%, t!Jn• = - P'(O) 
n 
and 
~ f P'c o l n Co"''l 2 = -2-
n 
It is: 
1+~P'(O) +62 P'(O) 
v 2'! 
PX(S) = (1+m) [
1+mF (6)] F' (e-)-mF (tJ)F' ( 3') 
















F~(6) [1+mF 5 (D')J -2m [F~(o)J 2 
[1+mF5 (o)J 3 
Developing the Bessel function in series, we get: 
F (5) 
s 
= 1+5(t+1/4)+6 2 C~ + ;kl··· 





= [E+m···J[1Hs(y+~l+s 2 <~+bi}··J- [1+~-&···J [<y+1/4l+u<~i\i-J···) <
11
l 
[1+6(y+1/4)+1i<t + Gl)··J 2 
F 1 (15) 
s 
= -<y+sl+2e[~ - bi - ~] ••• 
[1+11(y+1/4)···] 2 
From (12) we get 
F" ( e;) 
s 
= [2 ( 1 ~2 -~-~) •• ·] [ 1 + 6'( y+J}) ••• t -2 [1 +3( y+J}) ••• ·] ( y+J}) 
[1+<'( y+1/4) ••• 
F't 6) = ~=-2 <_1"""~=-2 _-_b!i=-1'-;:-_ .....;:t'-l +_2_<_Y+_1_/....,4 J::';<_Y+_1_;~s l,_+_o-=[·_·:;..] ._e_2 ..;;.G_· _· ·.:::..] --
~+6(y+1/4J··f = 
(y+JJ2+ _1_ +6'( ••• )+· •• 
= 2 0 192 
Putting 3=0 in 10; 12 and (14), we get 
F (0) = 1 
s 
F' ( 0) = - ( y+ 1/8) 
s 






Taking into account (15), (16) and (17), for 6=0 (8) and (9) give: 
and 
F'<ol = _ r+1/8 
1+m 
P1(0) = 1 2 r2(1+m) [<x+1/8) 2+ 1~2]-2m(y+1/8) 2]= 
( 1+m) L 
Putting (18) and (19) respectively in (6) and (7), we get: 
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Appendix 6 
In this appendix we want to obtain the expression 2 of para. 6 




According to eq. 2 of appendix 3, we have 
ml 
-Y(t5) -ld -16' --y ,~>'"- - -1-e = 1-e + e (1-e ~ D (A-E) 
n= 1 n n n 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
where D · E · A · and B are respectively D ; E ; A and B calculated for 
n' n' n' n n n n n 
X = 1/2 
It is according to eq. 3 of appendix 3 
n=oo 
~ i5 o: -E J = 














Taking into account eq. 7 of appendix 3, we get: 
1 ffiS) = 
[ 
n=ao f l 1 1 m n 15 - 1+m ~ 1+0'/6 • 
n=1 n 
Putting (2) and (5) in (1), we obtain 
w(6) = 
+ 
-111' -16' 1-e m 1-e 
l<r - 1+m ~~1~5~ 
-lfl 
e >oo i5 CA: -E J 
n= 1 n n n 
ii 




s (4) Y(o) 
(5) 
(6) 
n n 1+ 7r ~i 5 ] 
It is: 







-16' -16' n=~~> 1-e 1-e ~ lff 1 
n=1 
1+N 6 
- n - 2 + ( 1-S I) 
1+A &+B 6 
n n 
f /ff • 
n n (7) 1+6'/6- li 
n 
(8) 
where S M N 1' n' n and f' are given by the corresponding equations in ~ppendix 3 n 
calculated for x = 1/2. 
Putting (7) and (8) in 6, we get finally: 




+ w4 e 
);"" en _1_+_Ci.::n'-~--., 
































m (1-51) 2 ---1+m 
4( 1+m) 2 
= = p 
5 "'(y+1/8) r(4m+6' '")+4(y0' '"-m)2l n 
n l' n n J 
(9) 
(10) 






r+1/8 2 L + m C1-s 1 Jr~ m 2 n 
I] l(1+m) 1+m 
= 2 = n 
r+1/8 m -
m +- (1-S ) 
l(1+m) 2 1 1+m 










1 -ml/y 2 
-e:;--- D (ii -E ) - .2!L S M l n n n 1+m 1 n 
= --~----~~~~--~~--~~ 2 
_!!!._ s 
m - 1+m 1 
1-e-ml/x- - 2 m 
s1 -l Dn 8n 1+m M N G n n = 
[ 2 ] 
n 
- m -C m-- S 
n 1+m 1 
is: 
w1 + w2 + w3 + "'"\ = 1 
From eq. 1, we get: 
lim W(~) = lim --11 r;......,.co 0 "'""""'tO. 0 
From eq. 9, we Get: 
w2~-.. 
- . 5 L 6' ) = 













In this appendix we intend to calculate the expression (2) of para. 6.4 
We start from l 
_ Fs(5) [ 1_e-Y(S) 
V(o) = 2 Y(6') 1- Y(<r) 




2 n= .. f 
1(1+m)6' ;&1 1+~ 
6"' 
n 






















n=oo L /fi 
=G~ n n 
n=1 1+<5'/s '" 
n 
- "' n=., L' /5 
+w2 
1-~ n 
n=1 1+13'/o- "' 
n 
=6'2:::: n n 
n=1 1+<>/cr "' 
n 
n="' L 





+ (w3+w4 )( 1-e -16) 
1+ n 5 A: -'tt 
- - 2 1+A 6'+B 6 
n n 
eq. 1 becomes: 










n=Ot [ - .. 1 > Il/!7 - o - n n + e w + 3 n=1 1+ff/on• v;4 L::c<'A:-"Gl n= 1 n n n 




- -w4 ~ c CA: -a l = 1(1+m) n=1 n n n 





2 ( 1+m) 
17 and 
n=• 
+ 2m(y+1/8) + 
1( 1+m) 3 
13 of Appendix 
4(1+m) 
2 1 ( 1+m) 
3, we have: 
B 
1+ n 15 1 -IT 
n n 
> .. f~. 
n= 1 6' 
n 
~ ,_ '. 6 • ~f~. _1_ En (A -E ) Ak-~ n 
1-:1 2:, (4m+6 '")+(yo •-ml 2 
"' 
m1(X+1/2) ~ • k=1 k k k 1-A 6 '"+B (5 '") 2 




eq. (8) becomes: 
)>"' c (A -a l = 
n= 1 n n n 











= 2m ( 1-: 1 ) >"' 









(I I ) 
It is: 
2w1 fn 1 1-e 
-16' 
n=oo 
~ 162 = 1 ( 1+m) 1+6/5 • " n 























2 1(1+m) 11'1 2 1 (1+m) 
and: 
2w2 y+1/8 
1 ( 1+m) 1+m 
Note that: 
n=oo L 1+m n=oo f 1+m lry+1/8t + l\ 1+m ~_,!!_=--~ n .L_ .. L_ •2= n=1 15' y+1/8 n=1 (6' ) y+1/8 
n n 
It is: 
( y+ 1/8 >/< 1+m) [L o: ~ ik/6k .. 1 gn = y+1/8 1 1-S n k=1 1
-
0n • /G'k • 3 1+m + 192(y+1/B) k.in 
a 111 2 
1 ( y+1/8)/c 1+m) k=• ... 1+( n*) 
2_ 6k - ok = 
r+1/8 + 
L Lk 
1-S 1 n k=1 r; • .- . 3 1+m 192(y+1/8) k;O'n n t-on /ok 
(See Appendix 5) 
~~ - . ] Lk0 k + = 
5. k=1 1
-





n=oo L /,y 2:= _n_!!__ 







Qn = 1 _<~x.;,+...:..1/~8::.!)L/!~< .!.:1+::_:;m:.!.)_ i 2 





= <r1/S>/<1+m> ~ 1 ~+V 1 ~ n 
1+m + 192Cy+1/8) n= 
Note that: 







f'> .. k 
n 
1-e 2(w3+w4> 
1( 1+m) [ 
-16 
~ 
-1~ x+1/8 ~;- Ln 
( 1 - e ) 1 "'"1 +-6::-~re'-.• 





n= 1 1+6/0' • 
n 





















1 ( 1+m) 
L 
m fcr+1/8) 2 1 ] K 
1(1+ml L 1+m + 192C1+ml + 
2 
ili:!:..:!/8) + m (1-s1 l 2 1(1+m) 1+m k~ .. 
2:: 
[ 2 ] m y+ 1/8 1 K k~1 1 ( 1+m) ( 1+m ) + 192C1+ml + k.in 
m(y+1/8) 2 m C1-:S1 l 2 + 1 ( 1+m) 1+m 
L L' 
[cx+1/8l 2 + 
192C 1+ml]+ 
n n 
m K 1 ( 1+m) 1+m 
2 
m(y+1/8) m 
<1-s 1 l 2 + 
k~oo r;,A; k • I~ >"' • 2:: n 11n + 1-5" •;6 .. k~1 5. k~1 
k,in n k n k,in 
• • 6 e-k 
__!!_ i 1: + L' L 
6 "' n k 1!5"' n k x+1/8 k n 
'"! • 1
-6'n Irk 1+m 
y+1/8 
1+m 
• 6 .. r:t 
__!!_ i L' + k --lJ L 
6"' n k k~,o ., • n k y+1/8 1 ( 1+m) 1+m n=OI' 
1-S4 2:= ~k n ~ 
[cx+1/8l 2 + 
192C 1+ml] + 










5n 6 k 1+m 
- .. y+1/8 Lk6'k 
--
~ 












n= 1 n n n 
= e-1' [(-!!L)2 + 2m(x+1/8) + Kjfs2 ~zn 
1+m 1(1+m) 3 l ~ 
Using the same procedure as that used for 
z 1 l'n Iw + Rw) = -(-n s2 vn n n 





1+ t -1l 
n n 




- - 2 1+A <>+B 6 
n n 
= 
eq. 16 of Appendix 3, we get from eq. 24: 
1(1+ml l'n 







1(1+ml (1+ml ~=G) -TI n 1 .. 2: ck(Ak-Gk) k k e = .. ., er n 2 2m<r+ 1/8) n n 1-Ak 6' n" + Bk ( 6' n,.) 2 1-S m + K k=1 2 2 + 










ffi+ml ( 1+m) 2 .~~~------
m + 2m(y+1/8) 




Rw and Iw being respectively re~l and imaginary parts of the function 
n n 




--------- --"'-s _ _,n:__ C Cii -G ) 






n n n 1+m F (-6"') 
+ K s n 
i' = \1 - jY (Note: 6• means ~ 1 at x=1/2) 
n n n n n 
and 








A 2 ( 2i ) 
n 
B 
n e'n' ) ( 1- A -G 
n n 










- 2 1+A cs+B ~ 
n n 
P• .. Q 
e
-16" ~ n ~ n --~~- + v5  ----~--~2 + 








2(y+1/8) ?(- - ) 
v1 = w-1 + ::_:'.Yw::_ 
l( 1+m) 2 1+m 
w1 
v2 = 1+m 
?w1 y+1/8 2w-1 
v3 = ------ ~ 
l(1+m) (1+m) l-(1+m) 
v7 = [(-"-)' • '•'r-'/BJ 
1+m l(1+m)3 + KJ 
1 { 
2w1 y+1/8 F L = - -n 1 ( 1 +m) n V-, 1+m 
s2 
2w1 y+1/8 'L n 
---2 l (1+m) 1+m , .. 
n 
[ ] 
2Cw3+i\'4l y+1/8 1 -S - ---"----'- --

























2 2m(y+1/8) ba 2(w1 ... w-3 ... w4lCy+1/8l 
2 4 ~ 
-· 
~ 
1 2 (1+m) 2 1(1+m)c 
y+1/8 t'· y+~/8 2 ---2-1(1+m) 1 ( 1 +m) 
2w1 y+1/8 Ln 
-------- + 






2cw-3 ... -w::.:_ 
1 ( 1+m) 
10'" 1 (1+m) k=1 
n k,.in 
m(cY+1/8) k="" ~· k 






1+ .. ] • 6"k - t$ .. 
1-6" ~ /6' .. --L ~· k 
n n k 
1+ 6n
40
/ 5 k 
.. 
Lk 
•;, .. 1-on 6k 
2m(y+1/8) -] 
----.,. + K 
1(1+m)3 
2(w 3 ... w4 JCy+1/8) i 
1( 1+m) 2 n 
5 ... b ... 
2 ..lL 1• k 'L' L 2 [m(y+1/8) c' + 5 .. m 
< 1-S1 ll ~ () .. n 'k n k 2 + k n ... 1(1+m) ... 1(1+rn) 1+rn k=1 ' 0 




i 6" .. .z:= ckoik-akl 







n=oCIO 2::: I: 1• 
n=1 n n 
From eq. 1 we get: 
lim i.i(c:s) 1 . 2 = 1m--
,.. ....... 1 yer2 
From eq. (34) we get: 
lim V( 6') s--
Comparing 
and 
= l1m - - ---. lv1 2v2 6"-.<~> " 1 2 e/ 
to (46), it must be 
n=ll) 
~- .. 
+ -v3 .L__ P o- = o n=1 n n 
n=~ 2 n=oo 2 
v5 ~ Q" < 6' •) - -v3 ~ r < o •) n=1 n n n=1 n n 
v n=" 2 ~ ""> p (6' *) + 















VI + v2 + v3 ... V4 + V$ + v6 + v7 • I (50) 
&,cl 
n•oo n ... n•"' n= .. n•oo 
E p = r P' • I: n = I: ,., ... I: z "' I (51) 
n=l n n=l n n•l 'Il n=l n n=l n 
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Appendix 8 
In this appendix we want to develop the following expressions: 
il n =,. 
oC IJ (6") = 'J)S_ --t -.E .L rr 
.r.. ~ .. Y2 Cs-) 1(;- · "--t-.A~u .. liS,r; 2 
Ycr~) F; (6") 
c~:..i-. y:z(,.) 
where "-a0 " and "-o0 " are the complex conjugate roots of the equation 
n n 
2 1 + ASn a + BSn o = 0 
"-a 0 " are the roots of the equation 
n 
Y(a) = ja 
and "-o0 " solve the conjugate equation 
n 

















on + 0 n 
00 -0 0 n n 
1 
Now we want to determine the coefficients DS , ES , DZ and EZ • 
n n n n 




With the definitionsof Fs(a), Y(a) and Z(o) in para 2 and according to 
l'Hospital's theorem we get 
lim 
~---()· n 
cC 2 -';r.,) (-t~AJ,o~P.J ~2) 
oC i2,. y2.(r;) 
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= 
;;::r. Rrn + c. In , n 
.t:/l (Af -:7. 9J' o,•) , <r• z:l.r-oc• )} 
- 2 [.r-,. 2 (- s-,,")] Yr- o-;;) { ts: ,._"' i?"'"" 2(-r;,.•~tt [?"· l (-~>: f 
F.-"rn (lf) >Vtt hava. 
y (- e-,•) = ;t:~:. 
--1 
r + 2 r- fT"; " ..::L (-i.r.. .. I!T·) n m (' A 
-z(-u;,•) 
?" + 2{-t:T:) 
r ('"' ) = 1--;n e+-(}:: 
Jf wa. wrda. fha. j,,.,tl ctf 1<11 +-.JZn 1 /1 IS 
p{_ ( ~·- 6'" I (-# ~ W •) 1? ,._ I = " ,.; , 
n / " { ! (-icl. ) 2 
.2 '""../ IS,. ~: !11; .,_ 11 m T' w,: -. t m ff," 
hom a.r. (-t) wa. hava. for fF__,.- u,• 
[1- ~ (~ ..... s-,:)] 
])J (-t- ES' ~·) = lim .£"-f:(f>) (-t+A.r <T+-f.J w") s n n 
, , , -o-
6"~ tilt oC J. .. Y 2(5) 








r -t s) 
wh ttrtt f ;[ an ana/yhccd /unc.lt'on and & , I CL c<~mfJ!a.x vowct.61a. 1 m a. 7· (-rq) II, <2 
!tim"! /s J( - ;I n n 
Err. (P} C/nd (-rtt) wn ha. wni/<Z.n or /ollows-
J).[ {-t- E.f 6' 0 ) ~ R t-;1 
n n n n n 
J).J (-r-ECB•)" 1(- ji 
n "'1rn n'n 
{-f(,) 
(-t/1) 










Yra-; ;;rtT) (-r ... AJ,<Y .. S.f,o;~.) 
o(;l. .. yJ.(t:r) 
JJ z,. (-1- E~ rr •) : _l__ ( t? t-,;1 ) nn c( ,., , 
1J Z, f-t- E Z, 5,•} = - }_ ( -Q, -;I) 
w,lh f<n f- ,;'I, f,-om a.cr (-rJ) 
h<?m (:zJ) cJnd f:zll) WfL ya.f 
,... 
1) Z = - .::!._ (I - .:.._a_ 7? ) 




• - .3..a_ ----~-:-:-.,.-­
I - """" !( v• 
" " \1. o n 
" 
;,,., Yr{j>litrT> 0 ,._0 o( :t,. y<. (t:r) : = 
(H) 
(-t'J) 














cr hei~z ccmplex variable cr = ~ + iu; t, m, y, a bein~ parameters and J
0 
and :! 
~eing B~ssel functio~s of the first kind. k has the value I in the appendix 8, 
and the value 2 in the anpendix 12. 
Eq. (I) can be transformed into 
Y(cr) = t j k a (4) 
The roots of eq. (4) are complex conjugate. \1e consider eq. (4) with the plus, 
that is the roots having positive imagina~, part. 
'le define the function f (cr) 
vith 
f (cr) 





r!ote that only the three parameters a, y, m appear in the expression of f(o). 
Eq. (4) uit!I the plus can be ~Iritten as 
f(o) = cr - ja + y+~(cr) = 0 
Let us nou introduce the two auxiliary equations 
and 
cr+ !'I =0 y+Z(cr) 





which are obtained from eq. 7 by putting respectively 




(lumped model) (II) 
Eq. 8 has already been solved in Appendix 4. The roots are real and they are 
• indicated uith -o • 
n 
Eq. 9 eives two roots which we indicate l~ithoc and on. 
Eq. 7 is solved by findin~ those values of a Which make the Modulus of f(o) 
equal to zero. 
This is obtained by calculating the modulus of f(o) for successive values of a 
uhich are obtained by ~akinr alternatively steps of the real part ''11'' and of the 
imaginary part "u" in the direction in l·7hich the modulus of f(o) tends to decrease. 
This process is carried out until either the modulus of f(o) or the step uidths 
of "11" and "u" become smaller than p:iven values, 
The initial values which are used in this process are the real roots of eq. ~ 
• (-on ) and the o~o roots of eq. 9 (oc and o!)). 
It has 
of eq, 
• been always observed that one of the initial values -on leads to a root 
7 uhich is equal to one of the tNo roots of ef!. 7 obtained by usingoc and 
o0 as initial values. This means that one root has been calculated t~1ice. 
The remainine root (beo~een those two \mich are obtained frol'l oc 'llld on) is called 
"singular pole" and its influence on the coolant transients can be observed in 
fizs. 17 and l:l. The "sin~ular pole has usually a bi-:; imarinary part. 
To understand uhy the process here described gives always a root uhich is calcu-
lated twice, let us consider, the approximated expression of Z(o) ~iven in 
appendix 4 (<Ii th only ll poles) 
H 
Z(o) ~ .!. + ~ 
a a+b 
n=2 n 
?uttine 12 in 7 ue get 
f(o) ~ !'1 a - ja + ----'~:;---- " 0 
I ll 





:·he t~1o auxiliary equations (S) and (9) become respectively 
m 
C1 + r: .. 0 I I y + ·- + I: a+b C1 nc2 n 
(14) 
and 
a - ja +.....!!!.... = 0 
...!. y C1 
(IS) 
w~ich are obtained from eq. (13) by puttinz respectively 
a • 0 (16) 
cr.d 
(17) 
r:cu '1e observe that eq. (13)has ll+l roots uhile eqs. (14) and (15) have respectiv.Jl1 
''ll" and 2 roots. 
':be !1+2 initial val.1es ~~ill lead to N+2 roots of eq, (13). Since eq. (13) has 
only 1!:+1 roots, it l'leans that a root has been calculated nrice. 
Fig. 23 shous the flmr chart of the procedure to searcf! the roots of eq. (7). 
\l, uare the roots; IJA' uA are approximate values of the roots;ll\1 and Au are the 
1ridths of the steps respectively in \1- and u-direction. The modulus of f(o) 
at a= \l + iu is F(\l,u), 'rhich is calculated by another subroutine. 
The found roots are successively arran~ed in correspondence to the amount of 
their real part and the roots 11hich are equal are listed only one time, 
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Appendix 10 
In this appendix we want to obtain the expression (2) of para 7.1. 
( - (><, "91.) Yrr;-)) ~OJ(.(. X)- COf (,t.j.,_) (l + 
(1) 
According to the eqs. (1) and (2) of para 4 and eqs. (1) and (2) of appen-








:JJP .-EPo-n ,., 
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Fig. 20 
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